Covered self-expandable metal stent placement for post-endoscopic sphincterotomy bleeding in a patient with surgically altered anatomy

Although balloon enteroscopy-assisted endoscopic retrograde cholangiography (ERC) is a useful procedure for biliary intervention in patients with surgically altered anatomy, advanced skills are required. Therefore, if post-endoscopic sphincterotomy bleeding occurs during the procedure, endoscopic hemostasis is challenging. Placement of a covered self-expandable metal stent (CSEMS), which has been reported as a useful hemostasis treatment for refractory bleeding after endoscopic sphincterotomy on conventional ERC [1–4], may be effective even in such a difficult situation. However, to our knowledge, CSEMS placement for such bleeding events has not been reported under balloon enteroscopy-assisted ERC. Here, we report a successful case of hemostasis for post-endoscopic sphincterotomy bleeding by CSEMS placement using balloon enteroscopy in a patient with surgically altered anatomy. A 77-year-old man with a history of distal gastrectomy with Billroth-II reconstruction, developed cholangitis as a result of choledocholithiasis. For biliary drainage, a short-type single-balloon enteroscope (SIF-H290S; Olympus Medical Systems, Tokyo, Japan) was inserted to the duodenal papilla. Following biliary cannulation and guidewire insertion, endoscopic sphincterotomy was carried out. However, massive pulsatile bleeding occurred immediately after endoscopic sphincterotomy. Although balloon tamponade using a dilation balloon catheter was performed, the bleeding could not be stopped and gradually worsened (Video 1). Therefore, a CSEMS (10×60 mm, Niti-S SUPREMO; TaeWoong Medical, Seoul, Korea) was placed across the duodenal papilla to cover the bleeding point, with the bleeding ceasing just after the placement (Video 1). There were no adverse events and a transfusion was not needed.

The stent was removed 11 days after the procedure, and stone extraction was performed without any rebleeding. Even under balloon enteroscopy-assisted ERC, a CSEMS can be placed and is effective for post-endoscopic sphincterotomy bleeding. The stent can also be removed without difficulty. CSEMS placement using balloon enteroscopy can be a useful rescue technique when massive and uncontrolled post-endoscopic sphincterotomy bleeding occurs in patients with surgically altered anatomy.
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▶ Fig. 2 A covered self-expandable metal stent was placed for hemostasis, after which the bleeding stopped.